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Miho Tsuchiya Björklund - the cultural landscape 
and language in the work environment.
Miho's mother tongue is Japanese; she also has experience of administrative 
work. She is now employed by Tomoku Hus, a Japanese owned company in 
Japan. Her place of work is in Insjön, Dalarna. "The fact that I have Japanese 
roots feels so right - I have use both for my native language and for my 
familiarity with the culture. I work with logistics and with processing orders. 
I deal with communication between Sweden and Japan for the employees in 
Japan who don't know English and colleagues in Insjön who don't know 
Japanese". 

What led to Miho's present job was that her mentor, Kjell Nohstedt, 
recommended Miho to get in touch with Tomoko Hus. It was here that Miho 
did her first period of practical training in 2009, as part of the Minerva 
Mentoring Programme. "I sent them my CV in spite of the fact that they were 
not looking for new staff just then and, in the end, that led to a job that I enjoy 
very much".

Successes: Regional - National - International

The Minerva Foundation's Mentoring Programme
Successes

Regional      –      National       –      International

Miho at a customer meeting.

Miho ś mentor Kjell Nohrstedt and Miho Tsuchiya 
during the Minerva Mentoring Programme.

Kjell Nohrstedt - regional, national and international mentor in the 
Minerva Mentoring Programme.
"For many years, I had the privilege of acting as mentor in the Minerva Mentoring Programme. The 
experience has rewarded me with know-how, invaluable contacts with other mentors and, not least, 
the opportunity to get to know and follow my mentees' progress. I also gained experience of working 
as an international mentor".  

Kjell Nohrstedt, Aliccante, professional board member.

Kjell Nohrstedt



Eliza Twarodosz - the mentoring 
programme led to a job in a field with a 
shortage of qualified staff.
Eliza trained as a teacher in 
Poland and had to wait six 
months for her qualifications 
to be assessed by 
Högsskoleverket, the national 
agency for higher education. 
Now she is recognised as a 
fully qualified teacher of 
English and teaches full time 
at upper secondary level. 

"First I did practical 
training; then I was offered 
work as a supply teacher 
and, after that, I was given 
a permanent post. I really 
enjoy working with young 
people and with my 
colleagues".

Melviana Hedén - environmental 
science leading to international work.
Melviana works as an environmental  and development 
engineer for the local energy company, Falu Energi & 
Vatten; she also has the advantage of being able to use the 
skills and know-how acquired in her former home country, 
Indonesia. " We have hosted study visits from Tenggarong 
in Indonesia, where we also sent two students enrolled on a 
Master's programme at Uppsala University. Hopefully, this 
may lead to projects in the sphere of environmental science, 
waste processing and energy in the future".

As part of the Falun local authority collaboration with 
Tsumeb  municipality in Namibia, Melviana has participa-
ted in work on sustainable waste disposal and protection of 
the ground water table. That work has led to co-operation 
with KTH, the Royal Institute of Technology, and two 
students at Master's level, working on their degree project.

In Wuhan, China, Melviana has acted as advisor on envir-
onmental and waste issues in the Green Business Region. 
"I am so happy about my mentor in the Minerva 
Mentoring Programme - I have so much contact with him 
in all the different international projects".
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Melviana as environmental expert in Namibia.
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Eliza during experience 
seminar in the Minerva 
Mentoring Programme.

Jing Qiu - former mentee on the Minerva 
Mentoring Programme, who uses her 
mother tongue and cultural know-how in 
her work in Dalarna.
Jing is a qualified simultaneous interpreter in English and 
Chinese. Now she is employed by Region Dalarna as 
project manager of an exchange programme for young 
people - "Youth VIP Dalarna/Hubei", in the Hubei 
province, China. "I am in regular contact with China and 
we have made two visits to Hubei with our Swedish 
youngsters. I am also in charge of a project aiming to 
increase young people's influence and involvement in 
Dalarna".

Jing still works as an interpreter in her own company but 
she doesn't really have enough time since she is also 
otherwise fully employed.
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Liubov Gustavsson - 
experience that led to a job in 
a field lacking qualified staff.

Liubov has many years' experience of 
working as an English language teacher 
in Russia. This year, she qualified as a 
second language teacher of English and 
Swedish at the local university, 
Högsskolan Dalarna.
When I was doing the course in teaching methods; I did my 
practical training at Komvux, the local authority adult education 
centre, where I later got a post as teacher of English and Swedish as 
second languages. I enjoy my job at Komvux very much".

Liubov Gustafsson

Jing Qui is working in The Regional 
Development Council of Dalarna County.




